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Demographics
The data regarding our viewership
between males and feamles is close to
66 percent of males and 34 percent with
females. Our Twitter feed has a 60 to 40
ratio.

Statistics
According to Google Analytics the biggest categories that our audience
consumes is news related content, media, entertainment, film news,
travel, technology, and music.
The top performing cities on our main website include: Boston, NYC,
Los Angeles, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, Denver, and San Antonio.
These topics are also reflected within our social media.

The user growth has been building for
the past several years. In 2015 we saw
32,000 users, in 2016 our site drew
50,000 users, in 2017 we experienced
113,000 users, and we are expected to
see 144,000 or more in 2018.

The main website has a wide range of
different age groups. The most popular
demographic is ages 25-34 with 30 percent. Next, the 18-24 age group contains
23 percent, and the 35-44 demographic
has 20 percent.

The Google Plus page has generated over 26 million
views. We currently have over 70,000 followers.
The page is heavily focused on music, film,
technology, and news.
Our Twitter account currently has 4,780 users. The
biggest interests for this audience includes startups,
marketing, technology, photography, and music.
The YouTube channel has produced over 1,200,000
views. We currently have 1,184 subscribers, and the
channel averages over 12,000 views each month.
We currently have 580 followers on our Facebook
page. In order to provide the best user experience
possible, we do not buy likes or followers. We
engage with real people in real-time. .

Advertising Rates
Native Advertising:

Content Marketing:
Promoted articles will showcase a thumbnail and short clip of text coded
within stories that directs viewers to a specific article. Sponsored stories
will remain on the website, but will not be as heavily promoted.

Advertisers interested in banner, in-article and rectangle ads can review
our following rates to see if a price works for their business. Our main
website currently averages 25,000 pages views per month.

•

These ads are based in the cost per 1,000 impressions.

•

Leaderboard Ads - 728 x 90 pixels 			
| CPM - $25
Rectangle Ad - Top Right - 336 x 280 pixels
| CPM - $20
Rectangle Ad - Bottom Right - 336 x 290 pixels
| CPM - $15
In-Article Ad - Two Paragraphs Down - 590 x 76 pixels | CPM - $15
•
Video Advertising:
Companies that need assistance with video advertising can acquire our
skills and have the content promoted on our YouTube channel. We can
help organizations capture key moments on film, edit the content, and
help build awareness for events and products.
Currently we are stationed in the Denver area, and have a larger
availability within a 100 mile radius for video production projects. If
companies are outside of the area, we do charge for transportation costs.
•
•

Video production projects in the Denver area is $30 an hour to edit
and document content.
Video production projects outside the Denver area is $30 an hour to
record and edit, as well as cost for travel expenses.

•

Promoted articles are made for filmmakers, musicians, industry leaders, and environmentalists. They can connect with us for interviews,
multimedia and written Web articles featuring their material. We will
have to label sponsored stories and promoted articles on our website.
Standard promoted articles will cover up to 500 words, a stock
photograph for the feature image, up to a dozen links, displayed as
a thumbnail with a textual brief on Crescent Vale main website for
10,000 views, mailed out in our monthly newsletter, and shared with
standard posting on our social media channels. After the thumbnail
callout reaches over 10,000 views, we will move the article to sponsored stories.
Price for standard promotional articles up to 500 words is a base rate
of $100 per article. For articles longer than 500 words, we will need
to charge $10 for each 100 words.
Interviews run close to 1,000-1,500 words.

Social Media Advertising:
Often a Web article will need to gain traffic to generate optimal results.
Producers can pay any amount to promote their article on our social
media platforms.
•
•
•

Facebook: When producers spend $100 to promote their article
on Facebook we can currently showcase that article to 100,000 –
200,000 viewers over a seven day period.
Twitter: When producers spend $100 to promote their article on
Twitter, over 50,000 viewers will see the material, and over 200
people will engage with the content.
YouTube: Connect with us for video production, editing, and promoting your content on our channel.

